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BRISTON developed a brand new Clubmaster classic collection in cellulose acetate called ”Gentleman Driver” like a mystic souvenir from 
the beginning of the 20th century automobile racing. Declined in bright colors, where the burgundy, the green, the blue and the grey 
comes to fit a preppy chic silhouette. The particularity of this collection is the colored face with deliberate bright and sunray finishes 
assorted with the same colored NATO’s. 
 
Allying sport chic with slight retro references, the Clubmaster Classic “Gentleman Driver” appear as an emblem to the BRISTON’s allure : 
a pure watch, authentic, chic with a different twist that makes this timepiece a unique accomplice in our relaxing hours. 
 
Let BRISTON go back on a bit of history. Right at the beginning of the 20th century, the first car races are a huge hit especially the Gordon 
Benett car race. The teams going head to head and each have a color to differentiate one from the other. It’s only in the twenties that Blue 
becomes the official color for Bugatti and red for Alpha Romeo. Colors that, to this day, are still a reference. With time Red will become 
Ferrari’s official color, the famous British racing Green is attributed to Jaguar and grey to Mercedes for it’s silver arrows. BRISTON has 
therefor chosen these 4 legendary colors as a reminiscence of elegance. 
 
The cellulose acetate dresses the cambered square face of the watch, this shape related to BRISTON watches that poses as contemporary 
signature. 
 

The new collection Clubmaster Classic Acetate Gentleman Driver:  
When the color is reminiscent 



Case 
 Size: 40 x 40 mm  
 Opening Dial: 31 mm  
 Thickness: 11,70 mm 
 Italian tortoise shell Acetate: handmade polished finish 
 Lugs / Pushers / Bezel / Crown / screw-down Back: polished 

316L stainless steel 
 Crown with embossed BRISTON blazon & black rubber rings 

(pushers) 
 Domed mineral crystal - 2.3 mm thickness 
 Water resistance to:100m/10 ATM 
 
Movement 
 Quartz Citizen caliber: Miyota OS21 
 Functions: Chronograph 2 counters 

 60 minutes counter positioned at 9 o’clock 
 24 Hours / AM-PM counter positioned at 3 o’clock 
 Date window positioned at 6 o’clock 

 
Dial 
 Upper plate dial with a “sunray” finishing 
 Under plate: silver white 
 Stamped hourmarkers & Arabic numerals 
 

Hands 
 Rhodium-plated “baton” Hour & Minutes hands & with white 

Superluminova® inserts 
 White-coated central & counters hands 
 

Strap 
 Interchangeable NATO nylon strap: water resistant & washable 
 Length: 280mm / width: 20 mm 
 Exclusive BRISTON logo on 1st loop 
 Polished 316L stainless steel pin buckle & Loops 

Chronograph date models 
Price: 260€ 

CLASSIC 



HMS Date models 
Price: 160€ 

CLASSIC 
Case 
 Size: 40 x 40 mm  
 Opening Dial: 31 mm  
 Thickness: 11,70 mm 
 Italian tortoise shell Acetate: handmade polished finish 
 Lugs/ Bezel/ Crown/ screw-down Back: polished 316L stainless 

steel 
 Crown with embossed BRISTON blazon & black rubber rings 
 Domed mineral crystal - 2.3 mm thickness 
 Water resistance to:100m/10 ATM 
 
Movement 
 Quartz Citizen caliber: Miyota 2315 
 Functions: Hours Minutes Seconds & Date 
 Date window positioned at 3 o’clock 
 
Dial 
 Upper plate dial with a “sunray” finishing 
 Under plate: silver white 
 Stamped hourmarkers & Arabic numerals 
 

Hands 
 Rhodium-plated “baton” Hour & Minutes hands & with white 

Superluminova® inserts 
 White-coated central hand 
 

Strap 
 Interchangeable NATO nylon strap: water resistant & washable 
 Length: 245mm / width: 20 mm 
 Special NATO strap with moveable loop 
 Exclusive BRISTON logo on 1st loop 
 Polished 316L stainless steel pin buckle & Loops 



BRISTON: when time is complicit with our relaxing hours, when time 
becomes unconventional accessory…  

Brice Jaunet, Briston’s founder, has a wealth of experience in the luxury watch industry, dating back 15 years. Brice’s passion and proven 
market knowledge led to the creation of BRISTON as the synthesis of a personal and professional life dedicated to the watches. 

 
Resulting from his thoughts & researches, Brice Jaunet wanted to create a beautiful, true & authentic timepiece but also affordable. From 
this spirit, BRISTON creates its own particular style with a strong classical watchmaker DNA but bringing this smart & casual touch with the 
use of innovative raw material and various colors that creates its authentic style. 
 
Twisting the cellulose acetate, traditionnally used in the eyewear industry, and to propose this raw material in unexpected colors to adorn 
the collection is an innovation that comes reinforcing the sport chic look & so British spirit of BRISTON. Modern, chic but casual, the 
watches BRISTON seduce either the Hipsters, the Dandy, the Preppy & the Trendsetters, men, women or just watch afficionados. 
  
With the relationship of style, function and technology becoming increasingly sought after, BRISTON has the added benefit of an exclusive 
NATO watch strap. 
 
Because time flies inexorably , BRISTON has already 3 years of existence; New to the timepiece industry, BRISTON’s was first stocked in 
Colette, Paris, and has expanded rapidly worldwide, 3 years through which the young watch brand has established itself. 



Distribution 
 
BRISTON is distributed in more than 280 point of sales, including about sixty in France at end of March 2015 such as: 
Colette, Merci, Printemps, The Conran Shop, Liberty, 10 Corso Como, Beams, Restir, Santa Eulalia or Harvey Nichols. 
 
 

Follow Briston  
www.briston-watches.com 

https://www.facebook.com/BristonWatches 
https://plus.google.com/+briston-watches  
https://instagram.com/bristonwatches#  

https://pinterest.com/bristonwatches 
 
 
 

 


